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Introduction
Let X=(X 0 ,X i ) and \ = (Y 0 ,Y 1 ) be Banach couples and let T be a linear opeator such that T:X->Y (meaning, as usual, that T:XQ + X^ Y O + 7, and T:Xj-*Yj boundedly for y=0,1). Interpolation theory supplies us with a variety of interpolation functors F for generating interpolation spaces, i.e. functors F which when applied to the couples X and Y yield spaces F(X) and F(Y) having the property that each T as above maps F(X) into F(Y) with bound for some absolute constant C depending only on the functor F. It will be convenient here to use the customary notation ||T|| x _ v =max(||7'|| Xo ,||T||; ri ). Further general background about interpolation theory and Banach couples can be found e.g. in [1] , [3] or [5] .
In this paper we shall be concerned with the following question.
Question 1. Suppose that the operator T:X->Y also has the property that T:X 0 -*Y 0 is compact. Let F be some interpolation functor. Does it follow that T:F(X)-»F(Y) is compact?
The first positive answer to a question of this type was given by Krasnolsel'skil in 1960 in the special context of L p spaces. Since then Question 1 has been answered in the affirmative in many particular cases:
In 1964 Calderon [8, Section 9.6, 10.4] gave partial results for the case where F is the functor F(X) = [X 0 ,X l~\e of his complex method [8] . In the same year Lions-Peetre [18, pp. 36-37] obtained results which apply under suitable conditions to the complex method, to their real method, and to certain other methods also.
In 1992 one of us gave the complete answer for the real method [12] , using results and methods suggested by the work of Hayakawa [15] and Cobos-Peetre [10] .
Question 1 is still open in the case where F is the functor of Calderon's complex method [8] . Among the partial solutions which have been given to date, in addition to the work of Calderon referred to above, we mention results of Persson [21] , Cwikel [12] , Cobos-Kuhn-Schonbek [9] and a forthcoming paper of Mastylo [19] . In this paper we present some further partial results for this functor. We are able to answer Question 1 in the affirmative in each of the following four cases: Our result (iv) strengthens Theorem 3.2 of [9] where both X and Y are required to be such couples of complexified lattices with some other mild requirements. We obtain (iv) as a corollary of the result that T:(X O ,X U 9)->[Y O , Yi] e is compact for arbitrary Banach couples X and Y. Here <,X 0 ,X i ,8} = G 3e (X) denotes the interpolation space defined by Gustavsson-Peetre [13] and characterized as an orbit space by Janson [16] . Mastylo [19] has obtained an alternative proof of (iv) as a consequence of other results of his which answer Question 1 in the cases where F is the Gustavsson-Peetre functor, or other related functors introduced by Peetre and by Ovchinnikov.
We now recall the definitions of the main interpolation functors to be used in this paper:
For each Banach couple X = {X 0 ,X 1 ) we let JV = JV(X) denote the space of all Xo + ^j-valued functions which are analytic on the open annulus Q = {z: 1 <|z|<e} and continuous on the closure of Q. This space is normed by ||/||jp = max ren ||/(z)|| Xo+Xl .
The space #"=^"(X) is defined to be the subspace of i f which consists of those functions / which are X 0 -valued and X 0 -continuous on the circle |z| = l and X,-valued and X r continuous on the circle \z\ = e. We define ||/||^ = max J=01 (maX| 2 where the supremum is taken over all complex valued sequences (A k ) with \^k\ = 1 f°r a 'l k, and the infimum is taken over all representations as above x = X* e z**-We refer to [20] and [16] for more details.
Gustavsson-Peetre's method <•, -,0>
This is a variant of Peetre's method (see [13] and [16] ;=o,i where the supremum is over all X k 's as before and over all subsets F of Z.
Finally, we discuss the class of UMD-spaces. Let AT be a Banach space and let T denote the unit circle with normalized Haar measure dt/2n. If / e L 2 (T, X) we denote its Fourier coefficients Then the (formal) Fourier series of / is /~£| [e z/(fc)z 1 '. We recall that X is a UMD-space if the vector-valued Reisz projection &:
is bounded where @f ~Yjk*oJ{k)z k . 1° f act UMD-spaces were introduced by Burkholder in [6] with a different definition, but the above characterization follows from results of Burkholder [7] and Bourgain [4] .
It is perhaps important to stress that although the condition of being a UMD-space is fairly stringent many of the well-known spaces used in analysis are in fact UMD. The spaces L p and the Schatten ideals <€ p for l<p<oo are UMD; further examples are reflexive Orlicz spaces and the Lorentz spaces L(p, q) where 1 < p, q < oo (see [14] ). The class of UMD-spaces is closed under quotients, duals and subspaces. All UMD-spaces are superreflexive but the converse is false even for lattices [4].
Some preliminary results
We will make repeated use of the following simple lemma.
Lemma 1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose T:X -*Y is a compact operator. Suppose (/") is a bounded sequence in L 2 (T, X). Let H be the subspace of all elements y* e Y* which satisfy
n-»oo 0 •'ft
Suppose H is weak*-dense in Y* (i.e. H separates the points of Y). Then
Proof. Let (y*) be a sequence in Hr\B Y . such that (T*y*)® =1 is norm dense in T*(H nBy). Then any bounded sequence (x n ) in X such that lim n _ ao <Tx n ,_y*> = 0 for each m must satisfy lim n _ 0O <Tx n ,y*>=0 for all y*eH. Consequently, by compactness, lim||Tx n || y = 0. From this it follows easily that for every e>0 there exists a constant C = C(e) such that ||Tx||?ge||x||i + C X 2-»\(Tx,yZ}\ 2 m = l for every xeX. Now the lemma follows easily.
•
We shall need the following properties of the complex interpolation spaces X g , most of which are well known. In particular, for all xeX o nXi,
(iii) Let X° denote the closed subspace of Xj generated by X o n X t . Then, for all Proof. Part (i) follows easily from the above-mentioned equivalence of complex interpolation in the annulus with complex interpolation in the unit strip, by applying the estimate (ii) of [8, Section 9.4 [11] ). The proof of (5) is exactly analogous.
• For each f&Jf we write /(z) = Xkez/(^) z * a n d we let &f denote the analytic function on Q defined by ^/(z) = X*2o/( fc )z*-We set 9t_f=f-^f.
It is easy to see that /extends to an X 0 + AT,-valued analytic function on the open disk \z\<e and similarly ^_ / is analytic on the open set |z|>l. It thus follows that 01f extends to an element of Jf and that H^/H^gcH/Hjr for some absolute constant C. Thus |/4|^4/V(5~2 from which the result follows immediately, (d) First we observe, using (2) , that and so we obviously have from (b) that lim sup ||77(fc)e*°|| yo =O.
k->oo
It remains to establish a similar result as k-* -oo. Suppose then that this is false. Then we can find <5>0, a sequence (f n )eB^ and a sequence k n ->co such that fc n >2fc n _ t and ||7f n ( -k n )e~k nO \\y g '^:S for all n. Now, given n and any e>0, we can use (a) to find integers m and p such that m>p^n and ||T(/ m (-fc m )-/ p ( -/c p ))||y 0^e . However Obviously (c) implies (a). The reverse implication is also trivial whenever S iŝ -effective.
WU-kJe-^Wy^l
. •
The main results
The following theorem will imply the compactness result when the domain space is <.Y 0 ,.X\> e or <X o ,X 1 ,0> or when X is a couple of lattices. It is therefore possible to pick a non-decreasing sequence of integers N n with lim N n = co so that lim =0.
Yo

We define g n (z)=Y k^An(Nn) f n (k)^.
Then it is easy to check that g n sB 9 . Further, if fc n = sup teZ ||7g n (/c)||y 0 , then lim n _ QO b n =0 by Lemma 3(c). It remains only to show that ll^ll To this end suppose y* e B Yi . Then, Furthermore if X is a couple of complexified Banach lattices of measurable functions on some measure space then (c) T: X e -* Y e is compact.
Proof. As pointed out in [20] and in [16] , <X 0 ,X!> 9 is contained in X e . More specifically, we observe that for each series x = £ k e Z x k arising in the definition of an element xe(_X 0 ,X l '} 6 • Before providing the next theorem we will need a preliminary lemma. Proof. Using Lemma 2(iii) we see that we may assume without loss of generality that both of the couples X and Y are regular. This ensures that the dual spaces also form Banach couples. In particular we will make use of the fact that (Jo+^i)*-Y% n 7? (cf. [3, p. 32] ) and so this space separates points of Y o .
As in the proofs of preceding theorems, it will suffice to consider a sequence f n eB f , satisfying the conditions / n (/c)=0 for \k gn and show that lim,,^^ ||7J n (c 9 )|| y( ,=0. We may of course suppose as before that ||T| X -Y = 1-We first consider &f n . We note that for |z| = l we have an estimate ||^/ n (z)|| Xl gCe~n and, by the UMD-property of X o , the sequence dtf n is bounded in L 2 (T,X 0 ). For each y*zY\r\Y% we see that ( K 3tTf n ,y*y is uniformly convergent to 0. So we can apply Lemma 1 to deduce that lim ||^T/ n || L2(T , yo) = 0.
Let us fix e>0. so that \\Tf n (e")-Th n (e")\\ Yo^2 e and ||/i n (c'')|| Xo gl for all t. Let us expand h n in its Fourier series neZ We will define for z 2;1. This defines an F-valued function which is analytic for |z|>l and continuous for z ^ 1 since h n is C 00 . Now 0 _ / n -g n = z~"^_(z"/ B -z n g B ) = z~"^_(z' I / n -z JI J!, I ). Also clearly the functions <t> n =z"f tt -z"h n satisfy ||<£"(*") Xo^2 and so ||^.|l|,i f r.x 0 )^2. Thus we can apply Lemma for all <5e(0,l) (<* Lemma 2(iii)). Consequently we may assume without loss of generality that W o,X 1 is dense in W and also m X l .
For each 0e(0,1) we have where <5 = (1 -0)a + 0. (Cf. Lemma 2(iv).)
Let 8 be the set consisting of all functions in B# {X) which can be extended to functions / on the closed annulus {z:e~"5£|z|^e} where /?=a/(l-a) in such a way that / is analytic into W+X t on the open annulus, W+A\-continuous on the closed annulus, W-continuous on |z| = e~" and maX| Z | =( ,-,i||/(z)||Hrgl. Clearly S is effective. Furthermore it is also 0-effective for every 0e(O, I). This can be shown readily using the above reiteration formula together with the observation [11] that the complex interpolation method yields the same spaces on annuli of different dimensions, even if they are not conformally equivalent. (The spaces defined using the strips {z:0^SRzgl} and {z: -/J^SSRz^l} are obviously identical. Now simply "periodize" the functions on both of these strips with period 2ni as in [11] . ) We will apply Lemma 5. Consider a sequence f n sS. Let £"=/"-^nf n -Suppose x*eW*nXf. Then
2n
I | kS-n
By our density assumption W* nX% =(W + XJ* so this space separates points of
XQCW+XI.
It follows that the set U of x*eXg such that 2 * rft lim j |<g n (e")>x*>| Here is a sort of "dual" result to Theorem 10. Note that it does not require any reflexivity conditions. But unfortunately it is still not sufficient to give a complete answer to Question 1 (cf. the preceding remark) since [/ 0O (FZ to 
